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At first glance, the GMC Terrain's handsome styling, turbocharged powertrains, and upscale
price tag seem to indicate that it's going for gold, but unfortunately its execution fails to nab it
even a bronze medal in the compact-SUV Olympics. Sharing mechanical bits and powertrains
with the Chevrolet Equinox , the Terrain wears a dressier outfit and is available in the
near-luxury Denali trim just like big brother Yukon. A turbocharged 1. The Terrain's cabin is
spacious and well-equipped, but materials are disappointingly far less impressive than what
buyers of the Honda CR-V , the Mazda CX-5 , or the Volkswagen Tiguan will enjoy. GMC hasn't
made any big changes to the Terrain for , but it has given the compact SUV a boost in the
driver-assistance department. The Pro Safety Plus package now comes standard across the
lineup and includes automated emergency braking, blind-spot monitoring, and more. To keep
the Terrain's price from getting too out of hand, we'd stick with the SLE model. Since Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto capability is standard, we don't see a need to pay for the upgraded
infotainment package, which includes built-in navigation and a slightly larger 8. We definitely
prefer the more powerful 2. The Terrain gets a choice of two four-cylinder engines, but only
oneâ€”the larger turbocharged versionâ€”is a lively partner. The standard engine is generally
apathetic. We haven't tested the base 1. Expect slightly more sprightly performance from the
GMC and its nine-speed gearbox, as the Chevy pairs the hp engine with a six-speed automatic.
The engine we like best is the effervescent hp turbocharged 2. In our testing, the Terrain Denali
sprinted to 60 mph in 6. Terrains equipped with the turbocharged 1. Adding the more powerful
turbocharged 2. The Terrain provides its passengers with a comfortable, cosseting ride.
Although the softly sprung suspension is a boon on long highway drives, the comfort-oriented
setup drains the compact crossover of driver engagement once the tarmac gets twisty.
Likewise, the direct but syrupy steering, which provides effortless turn-in at low speeds, proves
as uninformative as a mob boss in a police interrogation room. The EPA estimates the Terrain
with the base four-cylinder engine will earn up to 25 mpg in the city and 30 mpg on the highway.
We've yet to put the 1. A spacious and accommodating interior is let down by subpar build
quality and a middling mix of materials. Meanwhile, the Terrain's ergonomically challenged
push-button shifter sprinkles salt in the compact crossover's interior wounds. It consists of
several switches that look like power window controls, located low on the center console and
less than intuitive to use. Although it's something we think owners would grow accustomed to
over time, we found the small buttons difficult to locate at a glanceâ€”especially when groping
for reverseâ€”making it difficult to pull off three-point turns quickly or operate the
transmission's manual mode. The Terrain is an amenable partner for lugging large loads of
various sizes. The Terrain's cargo area offers class-competitive space. In our carry-on-luggage
test, the Terrain held 24 cases with the rear seats folded; those in search of the absolute
maximum cargo room will be better servedâ€”albeit only slightlyâ€”by the Honda CR-V. Easy to
operate and quick to respond to commands, the Terrain's infotainment system benefits from
clear graphics, logical menus, and the latest in-car connectivity features. The SLE with
navigation swaps the smaller setup for the 8. It missed out on a Top Safety Pick award from that
agency, though, because its headlamps performed poorly in testing. A host of driver-assistance
features is standard and more can be added as options. Key safety features include:. GMC's
warranty matches those of most of the Terrain's class competitors. Shoppers seeking more
coverage ought to look at models such as the Kia Sportage and the Hyundai Tucson.
Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. More Features and Specs. New Cars.
Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian. More on the GMC Terrain.
The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.
More From GMC. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Trim Select Trim.
Drivetrain All Wheel Drive. Fuel System Direct Injection. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum
Torque RPM - Cooling System Capacity quarts NA. Transmission Order Code M3U.
Transmission Description Automatic. Number of Transmission Speeds 9. First Gear Ratio :1 4.
Second Gear Ratio :1 3. Third Gear Ratio :1 3. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 2. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 1. Sixth
Gear Ratio :1 1. Seventh Gear Ratio :1 1. Eighth Gear Ratio :1 0. Ninth Gear Ratio :1 0. Reverse
Ratio :1 2. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel Tank.
Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without mirrors inches Height
inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum Ground Clearance inches 7.
Liftover Height inches NA. Interior Dimensions. Total Passenger Volume cubic feet Front Head
Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room inches
Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder Room
inches Second Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions. Cargo Bed Height inches NA.
Steering Type NA. Steering Ratio :1 NA. Turns, lock to lock NA. Rear Suspension Type 4-Link.
Brake Type Pwr. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel. Front Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness
inches NA. Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches NA. Rear Drums, diameter x width

inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Size inches 18 x 7. Front Wheel Material Aluminum.
Rear Wheel Size inches 18 x 7. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Material Steel.
Maximum Towing Capacity pounds NA. Maximum Trailer Weight, dead weight hitch pounds
Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Trailer Weight, weight
distributing hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Weight
Information. Base Curb Weight pounds Total Option Weight pounds 0. Maximum Payload
Capacity pounds NA. Curb Weight NA. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps NA. Memory
Package recalls 2 "presets" for power driver seat and outside mirrors. Engine, 1. Transmission,
9-speed automatic 9T45, electronically-controlled with overdrive. Electronic Precision Shift,
button and trigger based transmission interface. Brakes, 4-wheel antilock, 4-wheel disc, Wheels,
18" x 7" Luggage rack, side rails, roof-mounted Silver painted side rails. Mirrors, outside heated
power-adjustable, manual-folding, LED turn signal indicators and auto-dimming. SiriusXM Radio
enjoy an All Access trial subscription with over channels including commercial-free music, plus
sports, news and entertainment. Plus listening on the SiriusXM app, online and at home on
compatible connected devices is included, so you'll hear the best SiriusXM has to offer,
anywhere life takes you. Welcome to the world of SiriusXM. If you decide to continue service
after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will automatically renew thereafter and you
will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes
apply. All fees, content, features, and availability are subject to change. Bluetooth for phone,
personal cell phone connectivity to vehicle audio system. See onstar. Seats, front bucket. Seat
release levers, 2nd row mechanical release levers in cargo area. Display, 4. Universal Home
Remote includes garage door opener, 3-channel programmable. Power outlet, volt, located on
the rear of center console. USB data ports, 2, type-A, located within the center console. USB
charging-only ports, 2, located on the rear of the center console. Air conditioning, dual-zone
automatic climate control with individual climate settings for driver and right-front passenger.
Lighting, interior with accent lighting under door armrest, floor console and instrument panel.
Headlamp control, IntelliBeam auto high beam. StabiliTrak, stability control system with
Traction Control. Airbags, dual-stage frontal, and thorax side-impact driver and front passenger,
and roof-rail side-impact, front and rear outboard seating positions Always use seat belts and
the correct child restraints. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the
appropriate child restraint. See the Owner's Manual for more information. Teen Driver a
configurable feature that lets you activate customizable vehicle settings associated with a key
fob, to help encourage safe driving behavior. It can limit certain available vehicle features, and it
prevents certain safety systems from being turned off. An in-vehicle report card gives you
information on driving habits and helps you to continue to coach your new driver. Crash Test
Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Terrain. Overview Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain
Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive descent control yes Transmission 9-speed shiftable
automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 1. Safety Safety
2 rear headrests yes 4-wheel ABS yes Rear door child safety locks yes daytime running lights
yes engine immobilizer yes Rear center 3-point belt yes post-collision safety system yes child
seat anchors yes dual front side-mounted airbags yes lane departure warning accident
avoidance system yes front and rear head airbags yes stability control yes Passenger airbag
occupant sensing deactivation yes Rear height adjustable headrests yes remote anti-theft alarm
system yes Front and rear ventilated disc brakes yes 2 front headrests yes dusk sensing
headlamps yes auto delay off headlamps yes tire pressure monitoring yes traction control yes
xenon high intensity discharge headlamp yes pre-collision safety system yes. Power Feature
Power Feature hands-free entry yes 4 one-touch power windows yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation clock yes compass yes external temperature display yes trip
computer yes tachometer yes. Front leg room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder
room Split-folding rear seatback yes folding center armrest yes. Dimensions Dimensions
Maximum cargo capacity Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Curb weight lbs. Gross weight
lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Ground clearance 6. Height Maximum payload lbs. Wheel
base Width Sponsored cars related to the Terrain. Suspension Suspension four-wheel
independent suspension yes Stabilizer bar stabilizer bar yes. Warranty Warranty Free
Maintenance 1 yr. Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr. Rust 6 yr. Roadside 5 yr. Sign Up. My brother has a
CX-5 which is very nice, good materials and it drives quiet and handles well, but just feels
cramped up front for me 6ft, lb guy. It feels roomier than most competitors including CX-5, has
decent materials throughout, and the option for a very powerful 2. I then test drove one and it
drives really nice, very quiet ride, awesome acceleration, smooth shifting 9-speed. Nice storage
in back and a folding front passenger seat to carry 8ft long items -- nothing else I've found has
this! Edmunds must be paid by Honda or something. I wouldn't touch their models with CVT. I

drive a CRV at work all day in all kinds of Phoenix metro traffic. It is OK but my Terrain has it
beat overall in my opinion. The 2. I drove a 1. Hard to keep a consistent speed on the freeway
which drives me nuts. I notice the Terrain has a quieter cabin because I can hear people talk on
the phone. I am still getting used to no shifter but the extra room is nice. I hope the Terrain is
comparable in that area! It drives well, handles well, and is overall a nicer vehicle than the
similar Chevy Equinox. With all the incentives that GMC had, we got it at the same price as a
less equipped, base Equinox, but the GMC has much more features and overall nicer interior.
The 1. My only sight dislike so far is the push or pull buttons for Park, Drive, Reverse. Not used
to those just yet. Overall highly recommended. Drives great and gets very good mileage. The
sticker price drops appreciably with the ever-present incentives. Comfortable ride, nice
features, and reasonable engine performance from the base engine remember, it's a SUV, not a
sports car make this a worthwhile purchase. The Honda is lackluster, and every Toyota I've
owned had numerous electrical gremlins as soon as the warranty expired. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Terrain. View Photos. MSRP Range. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros interior comfort
appearance spaciousness fuel efficiency seats off-roading technology driving experience road
noise ride quality value safety acceleration visibility. Compared to the CRV Items per page:.
Write a review See all Terrains for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Terrain. Sign Up. For , the
GMC Terrain carries over with a single but notable change: Its optional diesel-powered engine
has been discontinued. While the diesel wasn't a popular option, it did at least help make the
Terrain a little more distinctive with its high fuel economy and strong low-end power. That
means the Terrain has just two engine options for an underwhelming horsepower base
four-cylinder or an optional hp four-cylinder. Of the two, we prefer the stronger motor because it
provides pleasingly quick acceleration. We also like the Terrain's comfortable and upscale
interior, especially in the top-of-the-line Denali trim. But almost every mainstream automaker
offers a small SUV, and many of them are more compelling than the Terrain. Read our Expert
Rating to get our in-depth take on what the Terrain has to offer. Official information on the
Terrain Denali was not available as of our review's publication. But we expect it will have unique
styling cues and interior trim as well as most of the optional features from the above trim levels
as standard. I was pleasantly surprised how peppy this small SUV is. I took it on a long trip this
weekend and it performed great. Write a review. See all 3 reviews. It has a spacious cabin and
plenty of storage. Its standard turbocharged engine is stronger than the Terrain's base engine,
but Honda doesn't offer an engine upgrade like GMC does. The Mazda CX-5 is the sportiest
vehicle in its class, meaning it's far less likely to bore you than other small crossover SUVs. The
interior has a clean-looking design and upscale materials. That said, it doesn't have quite as
much passenger or cargo space as the competition. The Subaru Forester has a lot going for it.
As with nearly every Subaru, all-wheel drive is standard, as is an extensive list of driver aids. It's
also more capable off-road than the Terrain. The Forester's engine is a little weak, however.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the GMC Terrain and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the Terrain 5. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift
through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any
vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Terrain. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the GMC Terrain and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Terrain
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the GMC Terrain. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,

satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Select year - New New. Other years. Pros Comfortable and upscale interior Touchscreen interfaces are intuitive
and easy to use Cons Price with options runs higher than average for the class 1. The GMC
Terrain has a comfortable interior and easy-to-use technology features. But a weak base engine,
unresponsive transmission and bouncy ride, along with a high price, hinder the Terrain from
standing out in the small SUV class. Unfortunately, the Terrain's base engine lacks power, the
transmission is slow-witted, and the powertrain's focus on fuel economy eliminates snappy
acceleration. In Edmunds testing it took 9. Elsewhere, this SUV performs better. The brakes bite
smoothly and evenly, with a good relationship between pedal pressure and actual stopping
power. The steering is slow and a bit mushy, but steering effort weights up nicely at highway
speeds, imparting more confidence and a sense of stability. Capable and balanced on twisty
roads, the Terrain keeps body roll in check. It's not sporty, but the Terrain remains stable and
composed through turns at reasonably high speeds. On the road, the Terrain is prone to regular
low-impact shock, vibration and jostling on even moderately rough surfaces like bumpy streets.
Road and tire noise is limited to a muted, dull hum on most road surfaces. The front seats are
firm but comfortable and they hold up well over long road trips; the rear seats are relatively firm
and flat. There's a simple control layout other than the four buttons for vent mode, which is
excessive, and the central vertical vents distribute air poorly. The seats offer cushion-only or
cushion-and-seatback heating, which is a nice feature. The Terrain's interior is attractive and
well configured, but some controls are awkwardly placed and impossible to avoid. Least
impressive is the Terrain's unnecessarily clumsy transmission interface. The low seat bolsters
and wide-opening doors should make getting in and out easy for most drivers and passengers.
There's also plenty of seat adjustment up front, although taller drivers might wish for more
steering wheel extension. Visibility is below average thanks to a deep, angled dash that makes it
hard to know where the front really is. The front side windows provide a good view out; less so
the rear side windows. The Terrain's optional Bose sound system offers surprising power and
clarity, and the optional navigation system is easy to use. Setup is easy, but coverage isn't
much better than with a typical mobile phone. Operation of the safety systems, such as forward
collision warning and lane keeping assist, is still a bit intrusive, but not overbearing. But a
fold-flat front passenger seat is a nice touch that allows you to haul longer items surfers and
campers, rejoice. A power liftgate and low liftover height make cargo loading easy, too. There
are plenty of bins, trays and pockets available to hold personal items. For child safety seats, the
car seat anchors are easy to find and connect to, and there's plenty of space for forward-facing
seats. Rear-facing seats fit well as long as drivers and passengers can keep their seats
reasonably forward. The Terrain doesn't provide a top tether for a middle seat, but there is one
in the rear seatback. The Terrain with the 1. That's a bit below what other top small SUVs get.
We got These results suggest that a light touch is needed to achieve the EPA's numbers. We're
not convinced the Terrain offers enough value to justify its price. It feels solid and it's not
outrageously expensive, but lower-priced competitors such as the CR-V offer similar or better
features and versatility, plus better ride quality and comfort. However, its first two scheduled
maintenance visits are free, and roadside assistance and loaner cars are included for five years
or 60, miles. Those are more generous terms than the competition offers. The Terrain is a mixed
bag. It's handsome at a glance, and the sleek style, sharp and quiet interior and modern tech
make it desirable. But it rides and drives worse than a car in this class should, especially at this
price. It's not oozing with personality, nor is it particularly fun to drive, so the Terrain remains a
midpack choice. The base SL trim comes with a decent amount of equipment, but we suggest
stepping up to the midlevel SLT trim. It comes with more standard features and opens up the
options list. Specifically, we recommend getting the SLT's optional turbocharged 2. Feature
highlights for these trims include:. Read more. Find savings on the Terrain for sale near you.
ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Terrain lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Terrain.
Trending topics in reviews value fuel efficiency safety. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5
stars, Love my Terrain. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get
started Already have a dealer quote? Side Blind Zone Alert Monitors blind spots for traffic,
warning the driver when an obstacle is present. Safety Alert Seat Vibrates the driver's seat

cushion to provide physical alerts from safety systems. Side Impact Test Good. GMC Terrain vs.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. Related Terrain Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the
Terrain both on the road and at the track, giving it a 6. You probably care about GMC Terrain
fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Terrain gets an EPA-estimated 26 mpg to 28
mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about
carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Terrain has And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the GMC Terrain is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the Terrain. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the Terrain's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to
consider if you're wondering whether the GMC Terrain is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing
team reviewed the Terrain and gave it a 6. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and
feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Terrain is a good car for
you. What do people think of the GMC Terrain? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts
have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the GMC Terrain and all model years in
our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial
team of expert car reviewers. Which GMC Terrains are available in my area? Can't find a new
GMC Terrains you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check
out GMC lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Terrain drive? How
comfortable is the Terrain? How economical is the Terrain? Is the Terrain a good value? So how
do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste
your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. I had a brand new motor put in my car at miles and now at I am having the same
issues. They told me that they won't pay for it because the , warranty is up. The new parts that I
put in my car will have a warranty, but the new motor that I put in my car went under the old
power train warranty. Check engine light came on while driving to dealership to get an oil
change and I had it towed right away to fm dealer. I have been having problems with my car
sense I have owned it. From day one it started with my wheels rubbing and scrubbing when in
motion. I called dealership had repairs done on it for the first 7 months. I reported the problem
back then to you all. Then after 3 yrs I started to feel some hesitation when sitting or taking off. I
paid to have a diagnostic test done on it by the place that does my oil change and was told that
my codes where off and they were reset but 5 days later my engine light is back on, ironically
right after my five years limited warranty is over and my car only have 38, miles to this day and
it is not yet paid for. This car came highly recommended by the sales person and dealership and
all I can see is that these cars are being push on hard working people that just want something
reliable and its wrong. This car is frustrating and stressing me out, I cant rely on it to get me
through 5 more years I thought more of the GMC product and I cant take anymore of this trying
to make this bad situation better on my own. GMC needs to do something about these defective
cars please. The contact owns a GMC Terrain. The contact stated while driving at 20 mph, the
vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic to be
diagnosed. The contact was informed that the engine needed to be replaced due to a lack of oil
in the engine. The contact stated that prior to the failure, 2 quarts of oil had been added to the
engine a day earlier. The vehicle was repaired. Neither the dealer nor the manufacturer was
notified of the failure. The failure mileage was unknown. Search CarComplaints. At
approximately miles, car would not start. Did nothing, no grinding, clicking just would not start.
Had lights, radio, fan on heater. Call thornhill and car was towed there, they could not find the
issue. Approximately 2 weeks later, another cold spell and car did the same. Was towed to
thornhill and was there for several days. Would not start for them either, said they could not find
the problem. Fast forward to today and car is still doing the same. When temperature gets to 10
or below, will not start. The manifold and the catalytic converter is cracked and emitting
hazardous carbon monoxide inside the cabin of the car. For close to 2 months my husband has
been driving the car like this and we have taken it to 2 mechanics and finally found the cracks.
My husband has been getting sick from the carbon monoxide. It is a blessing he is still alive.
According to online google searches this is a well known issue in this vehicle. The smell is
strong especially when he uses the remote starter and when the car is in motion and stationary.
While pulling into a parking spot very slow the vehicle accelerated and damaged car in front
there are traction marks showing the sudden acceleration. The car would not stop until the
ignition was turned off. Because the cars in front were hit I placed the car in park after the
ignition was turned off. While the contact was checking the vehicle's oil level in his driveway,
the oil pressure shot up from the engine without warning. The contact took the vehicle to lynch
GM superstore browns lake dr, burlington, wi , in may of where it was diagnosed that the engine

gasket needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired, but the failure was currently recurring.
The dealer was not contacted again. The manufacturer was not contacted. The failure mileage
was approximately , Check engine light came on, took vehicle to the dealership the same day.
Was told the timing chain needed to be replaced because it was stretched. I've had the same
driving habits distance, destinations, etc for all 4. I've had all but 2 oil changes completed at the
dealership where I purchased my car originally. I've consistently had my oil changed every time
my light comes on and says it needs to be done. Every mechanic I've talked with at each
dealership suggested this is a known issue with GMC Terrains, equinox's, traverse's. While
driving 30 mph, the vehicle began to hesitate and the check engine warning indicator
illuminated. Also, when depressing the accelerator pedal, the vehicle would not exceed more
than 20 mph. The contact noticed oil and transmission fluid leaking from the vehicle. The
contact stated that she received a letter from the manufacturer regarding the failure. The vehicle
was taken to castle Buick GMC located at w cermak rd, North riverside, il , where it was
diagnosed that multiple unknown repairs were needed on the engine and transmission. The
vehicle was repaired, but the failures recurred. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure
mileage was 5, Burning excessive amounts of oil. Smelt something burning while driving. Car
started bucking and jerking. I pulled into a parking lot and noticed a puddle of oil leaking out
underneath my car. No check engine light or any notification that anything was wrong. Had it
towed to dealership and they told me pvc froze up and blew out rear main seal. This is the 2nd
time this has happened to us this year. We own another GMC equinox and the exact same thing
happened 2 weeks earlier with it. Frustrating that GMC is aware of this defect with their engines
and not willing to issue a recall to correct it. Luckily the Terrain is still under factory warranty
but with both cars we were out of a vehicle for several days. Will it happen again"? The car
keeps stalling when trying to accelerate in reverse or drive and the check engine light is on.
This is problem as I am reading up on this so I believe there is some kind of recall that needs to
happen. The engine light came on after an 3 days after oil change and begin to cut off when I
would accelerate. I took it to carmax and they said it was a faulty sensor which was covered by
the powertrain warranty. Carmax suggested I take the car to a GMC dealer for repair. I went to
the GMC dealer a second time and they said, "they could not duplicate my concerns, there was
no problem with the car, the engine light is not on and the car was driven for 10 minutes without
any issues". I have to accelerate over 10 - 20 miles for the car to stay on. I know that something
is wrong, I have been afraid to drive because with the car cuts off on me and no one has given a
reason as to why. I do not want to get hit from behind. I drive the highway with a small child
daily. I am concern that this issue is not being taken seriously. Something is wrong with the
car!!! I purchased my vehicle from a dealer in June , and about a month of purchasing it my
vehicle has been hesitating in acceleration, at first I didn't think anything of it, but it started
getting worse. Two days ago when I was driving my vehicle in the downtown area city streets , it
was bucking a lot. When I got to my destination and restarted the vehicle, I put it in reverse and
proceeded to drive back but the car shuddered and then shut off completely and the
malfunction indicator lamp light came on but it didn't stay on long. Today as I was driving it
continued to jerk, especially when I was driving around 20 mph or below which I had to do
because of the school zones. My vehicle shut off again as I began to pull off from dropping my
child off at school, which almost caused another parent to crash in the back of me. The only
way I could keep the car from shutting off again is by accelerating on the gas above 20 mph.
While driving in stop and go traffic my car stalled, after restarting it it continued to turn off after
acceleration and shuddered when miles to 20 miles an hour. Leaving my parking spot after
going out to eat I went in reverse and the vehicle stalled at about 5mph, turned the car
completely off and then turned back on. Put it in drive and just as I started to accelerate it
stalled. This happened times while I was trying to leave the parking lot. Vehicle stalled while
leaving car wash as I was excelleratig our. Vehicle stalled as I was leaving a complete stop from
a stop sign on a city street. Something is wrong with the engine stalling while starting to
accelerate. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Very good experience. Cathy, was responsive and
provided the assistance I needed. Although, the car was quite a distance from me, I would still
purchase if closer because of the customer care. My wife does not really like the x3 but they
were more than understanding. They were not pushy and respected our decision not to buy.
Real professionals. Saw a good used CRV at a good price. It's a CPO vehicle with a warranty.
And it's in my driveway now. Thanks Tony Lopez. Great customer service, awesome I cannot
asked for more, waited for us until we check out the car and stayed until we meet half way on
the final deal! Thanks guys! A Gift for myself. This dealership is top notch and follows the safety
of social distancing. Quick in and out with the sales and licensing team. I will go back for my
next vehicle if they have what I am looking for. Horrible customer service. We bought from

another dealer. Sales person called us in Christmas Eve asking for a down payment on a car
that was sitting on the lot for 2 months. I asked that he call us on Monday after Christmas and
he never called back. Guess they didn't want my money too bad. Aretha Ewing was wonderful to
work with! This was my sons first time buying a car on his own. She was so patient and helpful.
I will do business with her again in the future. I was contacted and scheduled to go see the car
the same day. Two hours later I arrived and was told the car went to auction. This is the second
time this has happened to me at this dealership. Dealership was fast to reply to my interest in
the vehicle, supplied me with all the info i needed. Professional and courteous. Thank you. I was
contacted and when I called back to accept the deal they informed me that the vehicle I wanted
had just sold. Never called me back or offered an apology. Poor customer service and won't
deal with them again. I found this car is FWD at the time of test drive. They are liars. Very good
experience! Andrea was knowledgeable, professional, and not too aggressive! I will consider
Gallagher when purchasing my next vehicle. Overall, ok. Salesman forgot to go over details of
transaction before we met with George. Sales team was very responsive to my questions.
Salesman drove car to my house for a solo test drive. I bought the car a week later. They were
prompt, professional, and not pushy. They made me feel comfortable with my questions and
pace of pursuing the vehicle. Mainline Auto reached out to me quickly and the sales team
members were very helpful,even when I explained that I had several other vehicles I was
interested in. Great inventory of nice cars. I would highly recommend Mainline! Had to contact
them. Could not understand the dealer. Very flaky. Not helpful. Terrible customer service. Was
very excited about the car. So I don't recommend this dealer. Like its corporate counterpart, the
Chevrolet Equinox , the GMC Terrain is a compact crossover serving the needs of buyers who
want the versatility of a small, commuter-friendly SUV without the added capability and expense
of a larger vehicle. As one would expect, buyers have their choice of standard front-wheel-drive
FWD or optional all-wheel-drive AWD systems, as well as base and upgraded engines. CarGurus
has reviewed the top-of-the-line Terrain Denali in recent years and walked away disappointed
each time. With scores of 6. That last bit is particularly interesting since GMC describes itself as
a premium brand. Current generation: Present For the model year, GMC completely redesigned
the Terrain, replacing what had been a fairly spacious crossover with a boxy, rugged
appearance to a compact crossover sporting a more sophisticated look. Shoppers can expect to
see a lightly refreshed GMC Terrain for the model year, with a completely redesigned version
set to debut by or According to the EPA, drivers can expect to average 27 mpg in a mix of city
and highway travel. The Terrain Denali packs a bit more punch courtesy of a 2. The 9-speed
automatic transmission is standard here, too, but the added grunt and AWD system knock
average fuel economy down to 23 mpg. A diesel engine option promising up to 40 mpg was
discontinued after the model year. All Terrains were fitted with a 6-speed automatic
transmission and EPA combined fuel economy ratings varied from 20 mpg to 26 mpg,
depending on the configuration. Flex-fuel capability arrived for the V6 in , followed by a
standard 7-inch touchscreen infotainment system and backup camera for the model year.
Bigger changes were right around the corner, as the GMC Terrain became available with a
horsepower 3. Aside from a few content changes and a minor refresh for , the Terrain carried on
unchanged through It should be noted that this first-generation GMC Terrain gained a
reputation for questionable reliability. Specifically, owners of Terrains equipped with the
4-cylinder engine complained of engine problems related to excessive oil consumption. GMC
refuted the claims but, after a class-action lawsuit, agreed to cover certain repairs and provided
extended warranties. GMC has seen annual Terrain sales approaching and surpassing , units in
recent years, though is expected to be a bit soft. By comparison, Chevy moves more than three
times as many Equinox models off the lots. Figures for both models are buoyed by sales to fleet
customers rental companies. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
2002 toyota avalon owners manual
minn kota wiring diagram
2007 ford expedition eddie bauer owners manual
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information.
Authorized GMC Dealer. Shoppers Also Consider: GMC has seen annual Terrain sales

approaching and surpassing , units in recent years, though is expected to be a bit soft. Read
more. Proving that a yummy-looking recipe can produce a yucky-tasting meal, the GMC Terrain
is a conceptually appealing compact crossover SUV that falls apart under scrutiny in the reality
of daylight. Id recommend the all-wheel drive, and the 2. Overall I find this vehicle to be
enjoyable to drive so far. Looks great Drives great. The only mistake I made was getting two
wheel drive instead of 4 wheel. Not too good on snow and ice. This car is packed with all the
Bells and whistles you could ask for in a terrain. I highly recommend that you purchase the
terrain in the highest trim level which is the Denali.. Why Use CarGurus?

